ERS ANNUAL REPORT OF GTAP-RELATED ACTIVITIES

Contributions to GTAP database version 7

- Elbehri, “GTAP database on Agricultural Export Subsidies for GTAP database version 7 (Prepared and submitted to GTAP Center, Purdue University, July 2006).
- Mark Gehlhar provided the Center with the bilateral merchandise trade database for the pre-release version 7 of the GTAP database. Since August 2006 he incorporated updates from data sources for trade transport margins, and missing for trade (not available in early 2006), as well as drawing on recent estimates of Hong Kong re-export margins from joint work at the International Trade Commission. In conjunction with the pre-release he is providing online documentation with comparisons of IMF merchandise totals and explanatory notes to address frequently asked questions on merchandise trade.

Articles


Conference presentations

- ElBehri, A. "EU Sugar Reform at Last! Implications for Regional and Global Trade in Sugar", paper presented at AAEA Meetings, July 23-26, 2006 Long Beach California.
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